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The Beginning, a Horror Film Drawing the attention of the whole planet, the devastating,
unprecedented outbreaks due to a massive invasion of the dark forces of the underworld, which

were planned at the beginning, happened in the Lands Between. Threatening to destroy the fabric of
reality, they left the battlefield and disappeared into space. With the New Crusade, the Elden

Confederation attacked on the dark forces’ stronghold and the world was at the brink of extinction.
The Elden Confederation, who was wiped out in the beginning, and New Game, who was deeply
touched by the conflict, started anew. The Beginning has Been the Zero A.D The Land has been

reduced to ruins, civilization is in ruins, and the global situation is on the brink of disaster. Under the
leadership of a new president who plans to lead the world, we will introduce you to New Game. ■

About Fantastic Craft Remake The Story The Fatal, Deadly Infectious Disease struck in a single
instant. All is dark. What is this world? All that remains is the remote high school that survived. This

is the “The Last Window.” ■ Key Features ・Enjoy a Large Field and Player Customization with a
Variety of Equipment As the protagonist, you take control of the avatar that you create with the

customization items (weapons, armor, and magic). As you progress through the story, new items will
be added that will help you customize your character further. ・A Shape-Shifting Monster Adventure

The Lands Between is a land that has been destroyed by a disaster that annihilated the Elden
Confederation and tore apart the world as we know it. The monsters, who were once thought to be
extinct, come back from the grave. Fierce battle and terrifying puzzles await as the story unfolds. A

Name that Moves the World In the ship that drifted aimlessly in the far distance, a researcher worked
on the New Crusade, which attacked on the lair of the invasion forces of the dark forces. You will

protect the people of a remote high school and meet a famous researcher from history. ■ About the
Game Designer Akira Otsuka Deceased Director Former Director Creative Director Chief Game

Designer Former Game Director New Game Release （Digital） 【Release Date】 2016.4.1 【Copyright
(C

Features Key:
Walk freely in a vast open world where you can freely travel across different areas to grow your

character.
Amidst this world, there are various dungeons with different challenges where you will be attacked

by monsters and captured.
A brand-new music system implemented called Mudo featuring original compositions with a musical

style that feels new to the MMORPG genre
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Customize the appearance of your character, such as enhancing its strength and weapon and armor
A vast world that includes diverse quests, dozens of monsters, and any kind of assets you can

imagine. Your character will have its own story in a different world.
All regions have different specialties, showcasing an explosive atmosphere as you wander around in

the Lands Between
High-quality graphics are applied throughout the game, delivering a unique and sophisticated visual

experience.
An awesome online communication system where players can meet to socialize, share feelings, and

battle with other players in various ways.
A new battle system with new features but the classic action RPG combat that keeps the action

exciting.
A wide range of new items that fit your play style, such as weapons, armor, potions, utility items and

much more.
The game will feature new abilities that allow each class to be a rare option to adventurers with

exceptional combat potential.
Wizards and lords will have new spells and abilities that they can create as they develop their

characters.
Character growth is determined in the Main Tale by increased action as well as characters’

experience, and you can level up your characters quite easily to gain new benefits and strengthen
their party, such as enhancing offensive capabilities.
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